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A type of stable and identical two dimensional �2D� Au nanoclusters are discovered to exist on the
Si�111�-�3��3-Ag surface at submonolayer Au coverage. Self-assembly of these Au nanoclusters leads to a
2D superstructure Si�111�-�21��21-�Ag+Au�. This discovery helps us to obtain definite evidence that all the
previously proposed atomic structure models for the �21��21 structure can be excluded. A model in which
three Au adatoms locate on Ag triangles in the �21��21 unit cell is built based on the low-temperature
scanning tunneling microscopy observations. Additionally, the stability and the uniformity of the Au nanoclus-
ter are discussed in terms of a substrate-mediated interaction among the Au adatoms, and the self-assembling
process is understood by analogizing the Au nanocluster with a kind of surface molecule.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Metal nanoclusters have become a target of intensive re-
search because of interests from their fundamental physics,
catalysis, and potential applications to devices.1,2 Fabrication
of uniform-size cluster arrays at the ultrasmall 1–2 nm size
regime is highly desirable for exploring novel physical phe-
nomena and practical device applications. Self-assembly of
nanoclusters on a crystal surface due to so-called template
effect is one of the promising approach to the purpose, and it
has been turned out that a Si�111�-7�7 surface is an ideal
template due to its dangling bonds which may assign peri-
odic adsorption sites to foreign atoms.3–5 Li, Jia, and their
collaborators showed recently that periodic arrays of identi-
cal metal nanoclusters can be fabricated on the Si�111�-
7�7 surface by delicate control of growth kinetics during
adsorptions of metal atoms, e.g., In, Ag, Mn, Al, and Ga.6,7

These nanocluster arrays follow exactly the substrate period-
icity and exhibit remarkable stability due to strong chemical
bonding between adsorbate atoms and substrate atoms. Thus,
the role of interactions among nanoclusters is negligible in
this kind of self-assembly process.

On a smooth surface where adsorbates bond to the sub-
strate weakly, on the contrary, the interactions among ada-
toms should have more important influence on the formation
of nanostructures. On metal surfaces, for example, surface-
state mediated adatom interactions are believed to play sig-
nificant roles in atomic self-assembly.8 Such a substrate-
mediated interaction has been well described by asymptotic
theories if the separation between adatoms is sufficiently
large, i.e., the interaction decays with adsorbate separation d
as d−2 and oscillates with a period related to the Fermi wave
vector of surface-state electrons.9,10 At “intermediate” sepa-
rations where they are too long for formation of direct
chemical bonds and too short for the asymptotic regime,
density-functional theory �DFT� calculations show that these
interactions can be strong enough to influence the sizes and
shapes of nanostructures on surfaces.11 Thus, it is speculated

that metal adatoms can gather to form nanoclusters and self-
assemble into periodic arrays on a smooth surface even if the
adsorbate-substrate interacitons are very weak. This should
be contrasted to the self-assembling due to the template ef-
fect of substrate as on the Si�111�-7�7 surface.3–7

In another point of view, periodically arranged identical
nanoclusters actually form a type of surface superstructures
whose building blocks are recognizable. In other words, a
superstructure constructed from stable and identical nano-
clusters on a smooth surface may give an affirmative evi-
dence to the above speculation.

A monolayer-Ag-terminated Si�111� surface, the
Si�111�-�3��3-Ag surface ��3-Ag in short hereafter�, may
be an ideal substrate for studying this issue because of its
intactness against adsorbates. This is due to no dangling
bonds remaining on the �3-Ag surface, in contrast to the
7�7 clean surface. In addition, it has a surface state of two-
dimentional nearly-free electron gas �2DEG� which can
mediate the indirect electronic adatom-adatom interactions.
A wide variety of metal atoms12 and molecules13–15 have
been deposited on the �3-Ag surface for exploring new
nanostructures and physical phenomena. An interesting thing
is that adsorptions of monovalent atoms including noble and
alkali metals onto the �3-Ag surface commonly induce
�21��21 surface superstructures that have elevated surface
electrical conductivities comparing to the �3-Ag
substrate.12,16 Photoelectron spectroscopy �PES� studies have
revealed the surface-state bands of the �21��21 super-
structures and succeeded in explaining their elevated electri-
cal conductivity.17–23 But their atomic structures are still
under debate and the formation mechanism is unclear, in
spite of many studies of scanning tunneling microscopy
�STM�,17,24–27 surface x-ray diffraction �SXRD�,28 and
reflection-high-energy positron diffraction �RHEPD�.29

In this report, we study the formation mechanism of the
Si�111�-�21��21-�Ag+Au� superstructure ��21-Au in
short hereafter, which is formed by depositing submonolayer
Au on the �3-Ag� by using the concepts of self-assembly of
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nanoclusters and substrate mediated interatomic interactions.
Different from the previous STM studies that had been per-
formed only on the �21-Au superstructure itself at room tem-
perature �RT�,24,25 we investigate its formation process by
changing the Au coverages and performing STM at low tem-
perature �LT� ��65 K�. We have observed stable and identi-
cal Au nanoclusters at very low Au coverages, and they ag-
gregate into the �21-Au superstructure as the Au coverage
increases. A serious analysis is performed on the obtained
STM images, which could not be explained by any of the
previously proposed atomic structure models of the �21-Au
surface. Based on the STM observations, therefore, we pro-
posed a model in which three Au adatoms locate on the Ag
triangles in the �21��21 unit cell. This new model is con-
sistent with the Si 2p core-level�CL� photoemission spec-
troscopy �PES�. Additionally, we speculate that it might be
the surface-state mediated interaction among the Au adatoms
that plays crucial roles in the stability and self-assembly of
the Au nanoclusters. By analogizing the Au nanocluster with
a surface molecule that has characteristic localized electronic
states, “molecular orbits,” we conceptually depict the self-
assembling process as a result of nucleation of surface mol-
ecules. In other words, this surface superstructure can be
regarded as a kind of supramolecular structure.

II. EXPERIMENT

Experiments were performed in two separate UHV cham-
bers for STM and PES experiments, respectively. The LT-
STM �UNISOKU-USM 501� chamber is in our laboratory,
equipped with a reflection-high-energy electron diffraction
�RHEED� system, and the PES chamber is on the beam line
of BL-1C at the Photon Factory in KEK, Tsukuba, Japan,
equipped with a low-energy electron diffraction �LEED� sys-
tem and an electron analyzer of Scienta-100 with an energy
resolution of �20 meV used. The base pressure in both
UHV chambers was better than 5�10−11 Torr. For the STM
experiment, we used electrochemically sharpened W tips
which were cleaned in situ, and all STM images were ob-
tained in a constant-current mode.

A B-doped p-type Si�111� wafer with resistivity of
1–10 � cm at RT was used. After outgassing at �400 °C
overnight, the wafer was flashed at 1250 °C several times by
direct current heating to obtain a clean Si�111�-7�7 surface.
The �3-Ag surface was prepared at a substrate temperature
of 450 °C by depositing about one monolayer �ML, 1 ML
equals 7.8�1014 cm−2, density of the most top Si atoms in
the ideal Si�111�-1�1 surface� of Ag atoms. About two min-
utes’ post-annealing at the same temperature was proceeded
to remove excess Ag atoms on the �3-Ag surface. After vari-
ous amounts of Au atoms were deposited on the �3-Ag sur-
face at RT, the sample was transferred to a cold stage kept at
about 65 K�70 K� for the STM �PES� experiment.

In the STM and PES experiments, the Au evaporators
were roughly calibrated separately with RHEED and LEED,
respectively, by making a sequence of Au/Si�111� phases
at optimal coverages:30,31 5�2 �0.44 ML�, �−�3��3
�2/3 ML� and �−�3��3 phases �1 ML�. More precise Au

coverage in STM image was estimated by combining with
the STM images of the Au adsorbed �3-Ag surface. Details
about this coverage estimation will be mentioned in the next
section. In the PES experiment, the precise Au coverage was
estimated by measuring the Au 4f CL-PES, taking the 5
�2 phase as a reference since it exhibits a complete 5�2
LEED pattern only in a very narrow Au coverage range
around 0.44 ML.30

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Self-assembly of Au nanoclusters

All of the previous STM studies on the �21-Au super-
structures were performed only at RT.24,25 A remarkable fea-
ture is noticed in the RT-STM images shown in Figs. 1�a�
and 1�b� that the �21-Au domain boundary changes succes-
sively and appears vague. This indicates incessant attach-
ment and detachment of Au atoms at the periphery of �21
-Au domain and the existence of migrating Au adatoms on
the domains of �3-Ag substrate. Since the Au adatoms may
migrate with a high mobility �2D adatom gas �2DAG� state�,
we cannot image them directly so that nothing is observed on
the �3-Ag domain �upper left in Fig. 1�b��. This proposal is
proved by the LT-STM image taken at 65 K shown in Fig.
1�c�. It is seen that there are many nanoclusters distributing
on the �3-Ag domain �upper left in Fig. 1�c��, which can
never be observed at RT. It is easy to understand that the Au
adatoms in 2DAG phase at RT have lost their mobility by
cooling and nucleate into nanoclusters on the �3-Ag domain,
so that the domain boundary of �21-Au do not change any
more. However, the temperature lowering does not induce
any change in the superstructure of �21-Au itself; the STM

FIG. 1. Topographic STM images of the �21-Au superstructure
taken at RT successively on a same area �a� Vtip=1.50 V,
I=0.50 nA, �b� Vtip=−1.00 V, I=0.50 nA, and at 65 K, �c�
Vtip=−1.50 V, I=0.60 nA. �d� and �e� are enlarged STM images
taken at RT and 65 K, respectively, with a same tip bias
Vtip=−1.00 V.
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image taken at low temperature is almost identical with that
at RT for the same bias voltage, as shown in Figs. 1�d� and
1�e�. This allows to directly compare our LT-STM images
with the RT-STM results previously reported.

Such a 2DAG phase has been also reported in the ad-
dtional Ag adsorptions on the �3-Ag surface. Previous LT-
STM observations32,33 revealed that the Ag 2DAG at RT ag-
gregates to form nanoclusters that distribute randomly on the
�3-Ag surface at 6 K and exhibit similar STM images as
those of Au nanoclusters in Figs. 1�c� and 2. When the addi-
tional Ag atoms are deposited onto the
�3-Ag surface at LT, a superstructure of Si�111�-
�21��21-�Ag+Ag� ��21-Ag in short hereafter� is formed,
and it exhibits very similar STM images as those of
�21-Au in Figs. 1�d� and 1�e�.

By depositing a small amount of Au on the �3-Ag sub-
strate at RT and cooling it down to 65 K, we obtained a
small domain of the �21-Au superstructure together with iso-
lated identical Au nanoclusters in the same frame of STM
image as shown in Fig. 2. The �21��21 unit cell is indi-
cated with a white quadrilateral. Both the Au nanoclusters
and �21-Au superstructure exhibit the same bias dependence
in the STM images, which indicates a close relation between
them. Giving a sign of an Au nanocluster with a circle, we
find that the �21-Au domain can be divided into Au nano-
clusters with the same circles �see Fig. 2�. In other words, the
superstructure of �21-Au can be viewed as a periodic ar-
rangement of the identical Au nanoclusters. Actually, all the
�21-Au domain can be exactly covered by such circles at
any bias voltages. Furthermore, the �21-Au unit cell consists
of one Au nanocluster only, which means that the Au nano-
clusters can be regarded as the basic building block of
�21-Au superstructure.

This finding confirms our conjecture that the superstruc-
ture of �21-Au is a self-assembly of the Au nanoclusters. It
is further verified by a series of STM images at various Au
coverages as shown in Fig. 3. At very low Au coverage
�0.016 ML in Fig. 3�a��, only identical Au nanoclusters are
observed to distribute randomly on the �3-Ag substrate. It is
widely accepted now that the �3-Ag surface at LT has an
atomic structure of a so-called inequivalent-triangle �IET�
model,34 which displays a hexagonal-lattice pattern in the
STM images; one of the half-unit-cell Ag triangles is brighter
than the other half. Because of the asymmetry of the IET

structure, two types of �3-Ag domains in twin relation to
each other are created, with a surface twin boundary �TB�
between them. Sato et al. named these two domains IET−
and IET+.35 In Fig. 3�a�, several TB’s are observed to sepa-
rate the �3-Ag substrate into IET− and IET+ domains. It is
noticed that the Au nanoclusters on these different twin do-
mains appear to rotate a little with each other. In Fig. 3�a�,
two triangles separated by a TB are drawn on two Au nano-
clusters for the eyes’ guide.

When the Au coverage is increased up to 0.048 ML as
shown in Fig. 3�b�, several small domains of the �21-Au
superstructure are formed. Two quadrilaterals have been
drawn to show the �21-Au unit cells on different domains of
IET+ and IET−. They rotate by ±10.89° with respect to

�112̄� Si crystal orientation, respectively. It is worth noting
that the two domains of �21-Au are formed on different twin
domains of the �3-Ag substrate, one on the IET− and the
other on the IET+ domain. This indicates that the formation
of the double domains of �21��21 is due to the double
domains in twin relation of the �3-Ag substrate. It should be
noted here that the Au adatoms were deposited at RT and the
double-domain �21-Au structure was formed at RT �though
the present STM observations were done at LT�. This means
that the IET structure exist basically even at RT. This fact
may shed a light on the debate about the RT-structure of the
�3-Ag surface.36–40

If the Au coverage reaches a saturation value of 0.143 ML
�this value will be explained later, as well as the way to
estimate the Au coverages�, the surface is covered com-
pletely by the �21-Au superstructure. Figure 3�c� shows an
STM image taken at Au coverage of 0.136 ML, in which a
large single �21-Au domain is observed.

Depositing Au atoms at RT, as we did for the above STM
observations, is important for the self-assembling process.
When they were evaporated at a low temperature
��135 K� onto the �3-Ag surface, however, we found by
RHEED observation that the �21-Au phase was not formed.
It is not difficult to understand since the Au atoms may lose
their migration mobility before aggregating into clusters or
the �21-Au superstructure.

The series of LT-STM images at various Au coverages in
Fig. 3 thus demonstrate clearly the process of self-assembly
of the Au nanoclusters into the �21-Au superstructure. It is
interesting to note that no single Au atoms or other types of

FIG. 2. Topographical STM images of an identical area of the Au-adsorbed �3-Ag surface taken at different bias voltages: �a� Vtip=
−0.30 V, �b� Vtip=−1.00 V, �c� Vtip=−1.80 V. The same tunneling current of I=0.75 nA was set. The size of each image is 15.4
�14.9 nm2.
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Au clusters have been observed in the LT-STM images. Ac-
tually this is a strong evidence for us to think that the most
stable form for the low-coverage Au atoms on the �3-Ag
surface is the dispersed Au nanoclusters: there were no
smaller clusters. When the Au coverage is increased, the Au
clusters have to aggregate into the �21-Au superstructure
because there may be no enough space for them to disperse.
Since all Au nanoclusters have an identical atomic structure
and form the superstructure as building block, we analogize

them with surface molecules that are assembled to build su-
pramolecular nanostructures by intermolecular bonding
interactions.41 Such a point of view is helpful to understand
the self-assembling process of the 2D nanoclusters on a sur-
face; when the nanocluster concentration increases to a criti-
cal value, the self-assembly starts to proceed due to the over-
lap of the “molecular orbit” of the 2D nanoclusters. Details
about this issue will be discussed in the last subsection after
the analysis of the �21-Au atomic structure in the next sub-
section.

B. Atomic structures of the Au nanocluster and �21-Au
superstructure

Because of their similar electronic structure and STM im-
ages, the �21-Au and �21-Ag owever, even the most basic
issue, that the number of Au or Ag adatoms in the �21
��21 unit cell, has not been solved yet. The adsorption sites
of the adatoms are also controversial. Based on their STM
observations in early days, Ichimiya, et al. thought that three
adatoms locate on Si trimers,24 while Nogami, et al. believed
five25 and Tong et al. proposed four adatoms26 sitting on the
Ag triangles of the �3-Ag substrate. Later, Aizawa, et al.
reported in their first-principles theory study that the adsorp-
tion on the Ag triangles is energetically more favorable than
on the Si trimers.42 In the surface X-ray diffraction experi-
ment, Tajiri, et al. evidenced a typical interatomic vector
existing in the Patterson map of the �21-Au structure, and
with this result they proposed a new model with five adatoms
sitting on the Ag triangles.28

Contrary to the previous STM studies that have only ana-
lyzed the �21-Au superstructure itself,24,25 we start with the
Au nanocluster, the basic building block of the �21-Au, be-
cause of its relative simplicity. Figures 4�a�–4�d� show a bias
dependence of LT-STM images of a single Au nanocluster.
Both of the empty- and filled-state STM images near Fermi
level in Figs. 4�a� and 4�c�, respectively, appear identical to
those of “Ag propellers” reported previously for excess Ag
adatoms on the �3-Ag substrate,33 which confirms again the
similarity of Au and Ag adsorptions on this substrate. Figure
4�d� displays a similar appearance with a stronger contrast to
show clearly seven bright protrusions within the Au nano-
clusters. When the tip bias is decreased to −1.80 eV, the Au
nanocluster becomes cloudy with weak contrast inside, as
shown in Fig. 4�b�.

Since the substrate of �3-Ag is also clearly displayed
around the Au nanocluster in the STM images, we can easily
find the positions of the seven bright protrusions in the Au
nanocluster with respect to the �3-Ag substrate. This is done
by superimposing a hexagonal lattice net on the STM image
as shown in Fig. 4�e�, in which the vertexes are on the cen-
ters of Si trimers in the IET model of the �3-Ag surface as
shown in Fig. 4�f�. All of the seven bright protrusions in the
Au nanocluster are found to locate on the Ag triangles of the
�3-Ag substrate. This result is consistent with some previous
STM observations,25,26 but in contradiction with another
one.24 The STM images themselves taken by different re-
searchers were basically the same, but with different levels
of resolution. The inconsistency among the literature came

FIG. 3. Topographic STM images of Au-adsorbed �3-Ag sur-
face at various Au coverages: �a� 0.016 ML, Vtip=−0.50 V, I
=0.75 nA, �b� 0.048 ML, Vtip=−0.50 V, I=0.75 nA, �c� 0.136 ML,
Vtip=−1.50 V, I=0.50 nA. The size of each image is 31.2
�31.2 nm2.
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from the assignment of the protrusion registry with respect to
the �3-Ag substrate.

The seven protrusions in Fig. 4�f� are, furthermore, di-
vided into three types according to their brightness: the first
corresponds to the one at the center of cluster as indicated by
a black circle, the second corresponds to the three strongest
protrusions around the center as indicated by three open
circles, and the third corresponds to the three gray circles at
the corner of the cluster. As described later, some of the
protrusions are Au adatoms, while the others are the results
of electronic modulations.

Another important finding from the analysis of protru-
sions in the Au nanocluster is the threefold symmetry
�though this is not surprising because the substrate of �3-
Ag itself has such a symmetry�. The possible number of Au
adatoms in an Au nanocluster should be limited to 1, 3, 4, 6,
7,…, due to this threefold symmetry. It is worth noting that 5
Au adatoms cannot form such an Au nanocluster since they
are impossible to be arranged in a threefold symmetry as
long as none of them is piled up. Then, by combining the
conclusion we made before that the Au nanocluster is the
basic building unit of the �21-Au superstructure, we exclude
any five-adatom structure models of �21-Au, in which five

Au adatoms are assumed in the �21��21 unit cell.25,28

Tong’s model26 is not correct either since it has no threefold
symmetry.

Thus, none of the reported �21-Au atomic structure mod-
els is consistent with our STM images, and accordingly, a
new structure model is required to be built. It is useful to
determine first the number of Au adatoms in the �21-Au unit
cell, which equals to the number of Au adatoms in the single
Au nanocluster. As mentioned above, only 1, 3, 4, 6, 7,…,
adatoms are possible by taking into account the threefold
symmetry of the Au nanocluster. The number of 1 and those
larger than 5 can be easily excluded experimentally within
error by the evaporating rate of Au source calibrated by
RHEED observation. We think that three-adatom is much
more reasonable than four-adatom model mainly because of
two PES experimental results. One is the change of surface-
state bands near Fermi level �EF� during the formation of the
�21-Au superstructure. According to the previous ARPES
results, the surface-state bands of the �3-Ag substrate shift
toward higher binding energy due to electron transfer from
Au adatoms to the �3-Ag substrate,17,20 When the �21-Au
superstructure is formed, Crain et al. counted the number of
electrons in the unit cell from the Fermi circle using Lutting-
er’s theorem, concluding about three electrons per �21-Au
unit cell.21 Because the substrate of �3-Ag has much smaller
number of electrons in the surface-state band �about 0.02
electrons per �3 unit cell32�, almost all of the three electrons
in the surface state are thought to be transferred from the Au
adatoms. By assuming that each Au adatom contributes one
unpaired s , p electron, it is natural to think that there are
three Au adatoms per �21-Au unit cell. Another PES experi-
ment supporting this coverage is a quantitative analysis of
the evolution of Si 2p core-level spectra. We found that after
the formation of �21-Au superstructure, the first Si layer
atoms can be classified into two groups according to their
changes in binding energy of Si 2p CL due to Au adsorption.
By assuming one Au adatom affects the chemical environ-
ment of three first-layer Si atoms nearby, we concluded that
the model of three Au atoms in each �21-Au unit cell well
explains the intensity ratio between the two groups of Si
layers. On the contrary, any four- or five-adatom �21-Au
model is not consistent with the results of Si 2p core-level
experiments. The details are discussed in the next subsection.

Therefore, we can conclude that the saturation Au cover-
age for the �21-Au formation is 3 /21=0.143 ML. Con-
versely, the Au coverage in the STM images in Fig. 3 was
calibrated by counting the number of Au nanoclusters, each
of which contains 3 Au atoms. In Fig. 3�a�, for example,
there are around 40 Au nanoclusters �means around 120 Au
adatoms� in the image so that the Au coverage is estimated to
be 0.016 ML. This calibration result agrees with that of
rough calibration with RHEED observation mentioned in
Sec. II.

The second step to build the atomic structure model of the
�21-Au superstructure is to determine the Au adsorption site.
Aizawa et al. have demonstrated in their first-principles cal-
culations that the adsorption of adatoms on the center of Ag
triangle is energetically more stable than on the Si trimer on
the �3-Ag substrate.42 This agrees well with the LT-STM

FIG. 4. Enlarged topographic LT-STM images of a single Au
nanocluster taken at �65 K at the same tunneling current of I
=0.75 nA and various bias voltages: �a� Vtip=−0.20 V, �b� Vtip=
−1.80 V, �c� Vtip=0.10 V, �d� Vtip=0.40 V. �e� The same STM im-
age as �a�, on which is superimposed a hexagonal lattice whose
vertexes are at the center of Si trimers of the �3-Ag substrate. �f�
IET model for the �3-Ag, on which several circles show the relative
position of bright protrusions in the STM images of Au nanocluster.
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images in Fig. 4 that all the protrusions are located on the Ag
triangle center, which indicates that some of them correspond
to the Au adatoms, as expected in the previous STM studies
of the �21-Au surface.24–26

As mentioned before, three types of protrusions in the Au
nanocluster have been identified according to the brightness
as shown by different circles in Figs. 4�e� and 4�f�. By con-
sidering that adsorption of an Au adatom, in general, may
induce some electronic modulation around it, it is natural to
think that the inner protrusions indicated by three open
circles correspond to the Au atoms. In the IET model of the
�3-Ag surface, the two Ag triangles in the neighboring half
unit cells are inequivalent in size and brightness in the STM
images: the larger triangle is darker while the smaller one is
brighter.34 It is seen from Figs. 4�e� and 4�f� that the inner Au
protrusions indicated by open circles are on the larger Ag
triangles, while the outer ones indicated by gray circles are
on the smaller Ag triangles. These two types of protrusions
have slightly different bias dependence of the contrast: in
Fig. 4�d�, both of them appear very bright compared to the
protrusions of the �3-Ag substrate; while in Figs. 4�a� and
4�c�, the outer protrusions show weaker contrast than the
feature of the �3-Ag substrate, leaving only three bright pro-
trusions of the inner ones. It is reasonable to believe that the
outer protrusions are essentially a result of some electronic
modulation of the small Ag triangles in the �3-Ag substrate.
Because of the influence of the Au adatoms nearby, these Ag
triangles appear extra brighter at certain bias in STM images.
Similarly, the center protrusion indicated by a black circle in
the nanocluster is also considered as the result of a modula-
tion in electronic states. Such a modulation is mainly due to
the short-ranged interaction between the Au adatoms and the
Ag triangles beneath, so it is not surprising that no obvious
modulation in electronic states is seen outside the seven pro-
trusions of an Au nanocluster. The speculations described
above should be confirmed by theoretical simulations.

Another apparent evidence supporting these assignments
of the protrusions is obtained in the aggregation of Au nano-
clusters. Figure 5�a� is an enlarged LT-STM image of the
�21-Au, which can be also viewed as an assembly of the Au
nanoclusters. This STM image shows a much higher resolu-
tion than the previous ones performed at RT,24,25 and appears
similar to that of �21-Ag surface reported by Tong et al. at
liquid N2 temperature.19 The features in this image can be
explained well by the protrusions of the Au nanoclusters, one
of which is indicated by the same set of circles as in Fig.
4�e�. Figure 5�b� illustrates the aggregation of several Au
nanoclusters whose protrusions are presented by the same set
of circles. The protrusions in the �21-Au phase indicated by
open circles keep the same separation with each other as in
the Au nanocluster, so that they are connected by dot-lined
triangles in order to clarify the Au nanoclusters. On the other
hand, one outer protrusion indicated by a gray circle belongs
to three surrounding nanoclusters. In other words, after ag-
gregation, each gray-circle protrusion results from the con-
tribution of three Au nanoclusters surrounding it. This is also
the reason why they appear even brighter in Fig. 5�a� than
the open-circle protrusions, each of which results from only
one Au nanocluster. If the Au atoms in a cluster were located
at the gray-circle sites, they would overlap with each other,

making three Au atoms pile up at the grey-circle sites, or
two-thirds of them would go away during the cluster aggre-
gation, leaving only one Au atoms in each �21-Au unit cell.
These are obviously not plausible. The most reasonable ad-
sorption sites for Au adatoms therefore should be at the
open-circle protrusions.

All the previous studies of the �21-Au surface have as-
sumed that the framework of �3-Ag substrate is basically
unaltered. This assumption is supported by the ARPES re-
sults showing that all the surface-state bands of �3-Ag sub-
strate remain in the �21-Au �Ref. 20� and �21-Ag �Ref. 17�
surfaces, while the bands only shift toward higher binding
energy. With this assumption and based on the above conclu-
sions that Au atoms sit on the open-circle protrusions, we
propose an atomic structure model for the �21-Au super-
structure shown in Fig. 5�c�. Different than the previous
models that used the honeycomb-chained triangles �HCT�
structure for the �3-Ag substrate, the IET model is adopted
here. In Fig. 5�c�, the �21-Au unit cell is shown by a quad-
rilateral whose vortexes are set on the centers of Si trimers.
Around each corner of the �21-Au unit cell, three Au atoms,
which originally belong to three different Au nanoclusters,
sit on the large Ag triangles of the IET half unit cell of the
�3-Ag substrate. We believe this atomic model of �21-Au is
also valid for the �21-Ag superstructure since they show so
strong similarities in STM and PES results.

It is worth mentioning that during the submission of this
report, Fukaya et al. reported their studies of the �21-Ag

FIG. 5. �a� Enlarged topographic LT-STM image of the �21-
Au superstructure at Vtip=−1.00 V and I=0.60 nA. One of the Au
nanoclusters at the bottom of the image is indicated by a set of
circles in agreement with Fig. 4�e�. A �21-Au unit cell is also
shown by a quadrilateral with open circles at the corners indicating
the position of Au adatoms according to the new atomic structure
model proposed in �c�. �b� Diagram of bright protrusions on the
�3-Ag substrate, illustrating the formation of �21-Au superstruc-
tures from the Au nanoclusters. �c� Our atomic structure model for
the �21-Au superstructure proposed by considering that only the
protrusions indicated by open circles in �b� correspond to Au
adatoms.
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atomic structure with reflection high-energy positron
diffraction.29 The atomic structure model proposed in Fig.
5�c� agrees with their results.

C. Si 2p core-level photoemission spectroscopy

The CL-PES provides an effective method to study the
chemical environment, local geometric structure and nature
of chemical bonding centered around one atomic site, there-
fore it is a powerful tool to justify an atomic structure model
or provide important structural information from another
point of view. Here we investigated the Si 2p CL-PES of the
�21-Au superstructure as well as the pristine �3-Ag surface,
finding that there are three Au atoms in each �21-Au unit cell
after a careful quantitative analysis.

The Si 2p CL-PES from the �3-Ag substrate have been
investigated by many researchers for a dozen of years.18,43,44

Recently Uhrberg et al. obtained a high-resolution spectrum
of this surface, in which all surface-shifted components can
be recognized directly and clearly from the raw spectrum.43

In Fig. 6�a�, we reproduced the high-resolution Si 2p core-
level spectrum under a similar measurement condition with
theirs.43 Following their deconvolution43, we decompose the
spectrum with two surface �S1 and S2�, one bulk �B� and one
defect �D� components. The two surface components, S1 and
S2, which shift from the bulk by 0.32 and 0.12 eV toward
higher binding energy, are assigned to the atoms of the first
�Si trimers� and second Si layer, respectively. The atoms in
the third Si layer are in a bulklike environment and may not
give rise to any significant energy shift in the spectra. We
note that the Si 2p spectrum in Fig. 6�a� looks almost iden-
tical to those of Uhrberg et al.43

This deconvolution is confirmed by analyzing the Si 2p
spectrum taken at an emission angle of 30° that has higher
surface sensitivity, shown in Fig. 6�b�. After a similar fitting
procedure as for the normal-emission spectrum, the
30°-emission spectrum is also well resolved with the same
set of components at corresponding relative binding energies.
The remarkable change in the spectra from normal to 30°

emissions is that the intensity of S1 surface component in-
creases relative to the bulk-component intensity, while that
of S2 significantly decreases. This is naturally explained in
terms of electron escape depth, which reaches the maximum
at the normal emission for any electron energy.

When the �21-Au superstructure is formed, the Si 2p
spectra significantly change in shapes, as shown in Figs. 6�c�
�normal emission� and 6�d� �30° emission�. A similar fitting
procedure for deconvolution has been also applied in order to
obtain more detailed information. The spectra are resolved
with three surface �S1�, S2�, and S3��, one bulk �B� and one
defect �D� components. Most of the parameters used here are
similar to those for the �3-Ag surface, except for the singu-
larity. Uhrberg et al. found that excess Ag atoms on the
�3-Ag surface would bring an asymmetric tail on the higher
binding energy side of the Si 2p core-level peak. In our ex-
periment, during Ag deposition to prepare the �3-Ag surface,
the Si wafer was kept at 450 °C, and an additional post-
annealing of about two minutes at the same temperature was
performed. Such a procedure left few excess Ag atoms on the
surface so that the �3-Ag spectra shown in Figs. 6�a� and
6�b� do not exhibit such an asymmetric tail. Accordingly, the
singularity was set to be 0 in the fitting procedure for the
�3-Ag surface. On the other hand, for the �21-Au super-
structure which is proved to be metallic by previous ARPES
experiment,19 a singularity index of 0.04 had to be intro-
duced to reproduce the asymmetric tail.

According to the fitting results in Figs. 6�c� and 6�d�, the
three surface components S1�, S2�, and S3� shift from the bulk
component by 0.30, 0.14, and 0.44 eV, respectively, toward
higher binding energy. Comparing to the energy shift of S1
and S2 in the �3-Ag surface, we believe that S1� and S2� have
the same origins with S1 and S2, respectively. Namely, S1�
corresponds to the first layer Si atoms that have been affected
very weakly by Au adatoms, while S2� corresponds to the
second layer Si atoms whose chemical surroundings are al-
most unchanged by the Au adatoms. This assignment is con-
firmed by their intensity changes between normal and 30°
emissions. By comparing Figs. 6�c� with 6�d�, we see that the

FIG. 6. Si 2p core-level spectra from the
�3-Ag ��a�, �b�� and �21-Au ��c�, �d��, recorded
at 70 K with photon energy of 135 eV at normal
��a�, �c�� and 30° ��b�, �d�� emissions. Parameters
used in the fitting procedure to resolve the com-
ponents are as follows: In the spectra of �3-Ag
and �21-Au, the spin-orbit splittings are
0.605±0.003 and 0.595±0.005 eV, branching ra-
tios 0.38±0.02 and 0.41±0.03, singularity 0 and
0.04, respectively. Lorentzian widths are fixed at
80 meV for all the spectra, while Gaussian
widths are varied. For the �3-Ag, it is 65 meV
for the bulk �B� and 95±10 meV for the surface
�S1 and S2� components. For the �21-Au, it is
110 meV for bulk, 150±10 meV for S1� and S2�,
and 180 meV for S3� components.
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intensity of S1� increases, while that of S2� decreases. This is
the same behavior as for S1 and S2 of �3-Ag in Figs. 6�a� and
6�b�. We notice that S1� of the �21-Au surface shows a fairly
smaller intensity than S1 of the �3-Ag surface, although they
have the same origin of the first layer Si atoms. This indi-
cates that there are some other Si atoms in the first layer that
are quite influenced by the Au adatoms so that their Si 2p
energy shift may be different from that of the S1�. This is
exactly the reason why the third surface component S3� is
needed in resolving the Si 2p core-level emission from the
�21-Au. In other words, the S3� corresponds to the first Si
layer atoms whose chemical surrounding has been changed
considerably by the Au adatoms. Such an assignment is con-
sistent with the fact that the S3� intensity increases as the S1
and S1� intensities do when the emission angle is increased to
30°.

The �3-Ag superstructure is formed by 1 ML Ag adsorp-
tion on the Si�111� crystal surface, which means each Ag
atoms saturates one Si dangling bond. According to our
atomic structure model for the �21-Au proposed in Fig. 5�c�,
one Au adatom locates at the center of an Ag triangle con-
sisting of three Ag atoms in the �3-Ag substrate. This indi-
cates that one Au adatom may have strong influence on the
chemical environment of three Si atoms underneath through
each Ag atom in the Ag triangle. That is to say, in each
�21-Au unit cell, nine Si atoms may be strongly affected by
the three Au adatoms, while the other 12 Si atoms in the first
Si layer may not be affected so much. If it is the case, the
intensity ratio between the S3� and S1� should be 9:12. From
Figs. 6�c� and 6�d�, we counted that the intensity ratio is
9.4:11.6 and 8.2:12.8, respectively. We have also done a
similar analysis on the CL-PES spectrum of the same
�21-Au sample surface taken at a larger emission angle
�60° � and found a similar intensity ratio, 9.4:11.6, between
S3� and S1� components �not shown here�. Comparing the ex-
perimental results with the estimated ratio value, therefore,
we concluded that this intensity analysis offers a strong evi-
dence that supports our newly proposed structural model, in
which each �21-Au unit cell has 3 Au adatoms. Simulta-
neously, it also clearly excludes the previously reported
atomic models with 4 or 5 Au atoms in each �21-Au unit
cell, because from these models it was expected that the
intensity of S3� should be larger than that of S2�, which con-
flicts with the experimental results.

It is worth noting that the shape of Si 2p CLS changed
dramatically for various Au coverages less than 0.14 ML
�the saturation coverage of Au for the �21-Au superstruc-
ture�. The spectra with a deficit of Au �but showing a weaker
�21��21 LEED pattern� were better described by superpo-
sition of the Si 2p core-level spectrum of the complete �21
-Au surface and that of the surface covered only by the Au
nanoclusters �without �21��21 LEED pattern�.45 Therefore,
we must be very careful about the Au coverage; even if the
LEED or RHEED shows a clear �21��21 pattern, the cor-
rect shape of Si 2p core-level spectra for the optimal �21-
Au surface may not be obtained if the Au coverage is not
saturated. There have been many investigations on the Si 2p
CL-PES for various �21��21 surfaces including
�21-Ag,18,46 �21-Na,46 and �21-K and �21-Cs.22 Although

they are formed by different metal atoms, we believe the
same issue about the adatom coverage is important.

D. A condensation model: From surface molecules to surface
superstructure

Finally, we discuss the stability and the self-assembly
mechanism of the Au nanoclusters, proposing a condensation
model for the �21-Au surface superstructure. ARPES experi-
ments have revealed that each Au adatom transfers one elec-
tron to the substrate and turns to a cation.19,21,47 As a result,
the substrate is negatively charged and the Au cations are
attracted by it. But such an electrostatic interaction as well as
a possible van der Waals bonding between them is so weak
that single Au adatoms keep migrating on the surface at RT.
Its mobility is significantly reduced only when three Au ada-
toms aggregate into a nanocluster at LT.

An interesting question is how and why only the nano-
clusters consisting of three adatoms can be stable in spite of
the repulsive electrostatic interactions among the Au cations.
With only the adatom-substrate bonding, it is not enough to
explain that all the Au nanoclusters are identical, since there
are still unoccupied adsorption sites around them. We noticed
that the three Au adatoms form an equilateral triangle with
a side of 3a0 �Fig. 4�f��, where a0 is the length of the 1
�1 Si�111� surface unit vector. The interatomic distance
�11.52 Å� is so larger than an Au atomic radius �1.35
�1.74 Å� �Ref. 48� that a direct covalent or ionic bonding
among Au adatoms is not expected. Recent theoretical and
experimental researches have revealed that indirect substrate-
mediated interaction can be significant enough to influence
the formation of nanostructures on surfaces.11 The substrate-
mediated interactions from neighboring adsorbates can com-
bine constructively or destructively based on adsorbate sepa-
rations. The DFT calculations11 of Fichthorn et al.’s have
revealed that on a metal surface, there are inevitable repul-
sive barriers for an adsorbate to join a nanostructure, which
can be a monomer, dimer, trimer, and so on. The repulsion
surrounding a monomer is very weak, while the barrier sur-
rounding a dimer or a linear trimer is anisotropic so that
there are relatively low-barrier paths for an adsorbate to ap-
proach them. However, the repulsion surrounding a compact
trimer �in a triangle shape� is isotropic and the low-barrier
paths no longer occur. Furthermore, it is pointed out that a
linear trimer can easily rearrange to a more stable triangle
form.11 If these theoretical results obtained from the systems
of metal adsorbates on metal surfaces are also applicable to
the present Au/�3-Ag system, it is easy to understand the
stability and the uniformity of the Au nanoclusters that con-
sists of only three Au adatoms and forms a triangle shape.
Such an assumption is reasonable since the dominant factor
in this scenario is the electronic substrate-mediated interac-
tion, and the �3-Ag surface is a typical 2D electron gas
system that may be a good substrate to mediate such an
indirect interaction.

Next, we discuss the self-assembly mechanism of the Au
nanoclusters, proposing a condensation model for the �21-
Au superstructure. It is seen from Fig. 5�b� that after self-
assembly, three Au adatoms coming from three adjacent Au
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nanoclusters form a smaller equilateral triangle with a side
length of �3a0. This Au-Au distance is much shorter than
that within the Au nanocluster but still too long comparing to
the Au atomic radius to form a direct covalent or ionic bond-
ing among Au adatoms. van der Waals bonding may exist but
should not be counted on to assemble them, since no such
isolated small Au nanoclusters with the side of �3a0 have
been observed in STM. In fact, repulsive electrostatic inter-
action among these three Au adatoms should be strong to
prevent them from aggregating in that way.

In Fig. 5�b�, we notice that the self-assembly is actually
the result that the corner Ag triangles �gray circles� of three
adjacent Au nanoclusters overlap with each other. It is be-
lieved that this overlapping is the driving force for the self-
assembly. To make this point clear and give a qualitative
image, we regard the 2D Au nanoclusters as surface mol-
ecules that nucleate into a 2D crystal, i.e., the �21-Au super-
structure. This analogy is reasonable because the Au nano-
clusters behave as an unit in the self-assembly process. In
this sense, the Au surface molecules include not only the
three Au adatoms but also the surrounding Ag triangles of
the �3-Ag substrate whose surface-state electrons are also
modulated and stabilize the nanocluster electronically.

In this point of view, the corner Ag triangles �gray circles�
can be viewed as a part of the 2D orientational “molecular
orbits” corresponding to active sites for making bonds with
the neighboring “molecules.” When two or three of such
surface molecules get close, their molecular orbits overlap,
forming a bond between them, as illustrated in Fig. 7. The
self-assembly proceeds as more surface molecules close up
and join in. This model is an analogy to the formation of 2D
supramolecular nanostructures from molecules such as
fullerenes,13 phthalocyanines14 and napthalene tetracarboxy-
lic di-imide �NTCDI� �Ref. 15� on the �3-Ag surface. These
molecules diffuse freely on the surface, and form small do-
mains in which the arrangement of molecules is predomi-
nantly governed by orientational intermolecular interactions.

It needs to be mentioned that the above discussion in this
subsection is mainly a speculation based on the STM and
CL-PES experimental results. To verify it, more studies in-
cluding theoretical calculations are required.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Identical Au nanoclusters have been found by LT-STM on
the �3-Ag substrate, and the formation of �21-Au super-
structure is revealed to be a self-assembly of the Au nano-
clusters. At very low coverage ��0.02 ML�, Au atoms tend
to form the Au nanoclusters that are dispersed separately and

randomly on the �3-Ag surface. As the coverage is in-
creased, that is, the density of the Au nanoclusters is in-
creased, the Au nanoclusters aggregate into the �21-Au su-
perstructures. In other words, the Au nanoclusters are the
building block of the �21-Au superstructure.

The stability and the uniformity of the Au nanoclusters
are discussed in terms of substrate-mediated interactions be-
tween Au-Au adatoms. To conceptually explain the driving
force of the self-assembling process, the Au nanoclusters are
viewed as surface molecules with molecular orbits at the
corners. When the surface molecules get close to each other,
bonding due to overlap of the molecular orbits are formed,
making the molecules regularly arranged.

With this point of view on the formation of �21-Au su-
perstructure, we have revealed by careful LT-STM and CL-
PES analysis that there are three Au adatoms within each Au
nanocluster and each �21-Au unit cell. Additionally, all the
Au adatoms are located on the Ag triangles of the �3-Ag
substrate. Based on these conclusions, we proposed an
atomic structure model for the �21-Au surface and excluded
all previously proposed ones.
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